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ABSTRACT

An equivalent circuit for a piece of cable is develop-
ed and the differential equations of this circuit are
solved under the conditions of a transient burst of nuclear
radiation and under various ranges of cable bias voltage.
Graphs of representative cases are presented and compared
to experimental results. A method of solving for the
transient change in cable parameters is given and sample
calculations are shown.
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NUCLEAR ?ULM EMCTS IN CABLES

INTRODUM"ION

The effects of nuclear radiation upon electronic systems and
components have been a subject of growing interest. The early investi-
gators found two basic types of phenomena, each posing a separate
problem, the permanent and the transient damage. Studies of the trans-
ient effects of a burst, or pulse of xadiationupon an electronic
component have revealed many effectsI not yet fully understood.

Transmission lines, especially coaxial cables, have a unique
role in the investigation of such transient radiation effects. These
lines form the link of the components being irradiated to the remote
measuring and recording apparatus. Hence, these cables are partially

Z+,J " *th :1' E '7 r;Ex.L& up~ii GWIO' leftipO 62 D)et~u~ue a comn-
posite of component and cable effects. These effects must be isolated
from each other either by compensating circuitry in the test network,
or by analysis. The investigator must have an exact knowledge of the
behavior of cable Parameters, i.P.; Anpnifi.C cor.du.taii-+tr.rnc
inductance, and resistance as a function of the type of nuclear radia-
tion, the time-intensity shape, and the distance intensity distribution
of the radiation.

Eperimental observations, compared with the data deduced from
a theoretical model which is capable of giving an accurate description
of the radiation phenomena in tdrins of electrical circuit parameters,
will yield the knowledge required to separate the component effect from
the cable effects. Conclusions may be drawn from the behavior of these
parameters concerning the material chanoes affected by the nuclear
irradiation. Such a theoretical model for transient nuclear radiation
effects in cables is given here. This model is capable of resolving
the observed voltage or current transient into the corresponding elec-
trical cable parameters.

D=SUSSION

A. The 1umped-Clrcij ro&Q

The theoretical model is derived from network theory. When this
theory is applied to transients in electrical networks or cables, it is
normally assumed that an electrical pulse (a step function or a square
wave, etc.) is applied to one end of the network. The current at the
other end of the cable or network can then be calculated with good
precision.

When networks are exposed to nuclear-radiation pulses, the
conditions are slightly different. It can be assumed with good reason
that the nuclear pulse creates an electrical pulse in thp targetz
However, the nuclear irradiation does not apply to a differential
small section of the network or cable, but is effective over several



feet of the nable. Thus, a multitude of electrical transients is
created. Each differential element of the exposed length of the cable
creates its specific electrical transient. These transients are not
equal. They wil! differ In signal shape and magnitude for each specific
geometry of exposure. Further, each single differential electrical
p!ulse is transmitted over the cable in accordance wLth the rules of net-
work theory, i.e., the pulse is reflected from non-matching sections
of the circuit (such as open ends) and is transferred into damped
oscillations because of the circuit parameters. These parameters
change during irradiation. All the initial plises and the reflected
pulses are composed into a resultant signal aL the end of the cable.
Their relative phases, attenuation, and travel times have to be con-
sidered. In the most general case, the differential pulses per unit
length of the cable are not the same for the different positions of ex-
posed sections within the field of the nuclear.-pulse source. Therefore:

-•g., i-nai to 'be directly proportional to
the distance from the nuclear sovrce.

A mathematically tractable case has been chosen to prove the
overall concept. Thin r"se coresnz t•o an, expe i setup arrang-
ed so that the exposed section of the cable simultaneously receives a
uniform irradiation. The length of this section is kept electrically
short relative to the shortest transient wavelength created in the
cable. Under this assumption the exposed cablc can be represented by
a coaxial capacitor. Fe call this case "the lumned-circuit approach**

The nuclear-radiation burst changes 1-.hc effective conductance and
the electric properties of this ca'.acitor in a transien fashion. It
produces a spatial distribution of electric cheraes bet...een the conduc-
tors of the exposed section of the cable. These charges manifest them-
selves in the form of an induced transient 2,7 betveen inner and outer
conductor.*

:-"~ ": s 'L • " c *~ct~ - L "r':es ".'i1r- t'-z ",•.: e..• = .-
This bias is applied to the cable e`'. 2r in a sense of opposite or equal
sign with respect to the induced '.'7 pulse. In this case,'"the lumped
circuituwas chosen for the firsý approach of the problem because the
mathematical treatment is facilitated by the assumption of uniform
radiation atii t•he avo•½?-i•kiiy c-f e •e-i.: ~I data.- This corresponds
precisely to the assu.ptions that were made. In these experiments, the
electrically open-ended, colled-up portion of the cable constitutes a
"coaxial capacitor.' An electrical charge is supplied to the capacitor
by a battery of voltage V. Thich is connected to the inner and outer
conductors of the cable th-ough a series resistance of magnitude R,
equal to the characteristic impedance Zo of the otherwise loss-less
cable. Additional charge is introduced by incident nuclear particles
which are carried by the radiation pulse into the capacitor, or are
created by the nuclear interaction within the cable materials Thich
results in ionization.

We assume that the outer conductor is grounded and thezefoxe neglects
the effect of a possible unsymmetric -MF between ground and either one
of the conductors.

2



B. Theoretical Model

The conversion of the radiation energy is described by a change
in the capacitive and conductive properties of the materials in the
coaxial capacitor, and by a charging of the capacitor with a corres-
ponding formation of an impressed electromotive force e(t) upon it.
That is, the irradiated portion of the cable becomes a transient battery
of which the EMF and the internal impedance are both controlled by the
radiation burst.

C. Validation of Approach

The validity of the "lumped.- circuit" approach is bused upon thp,
, i) tne time o±- ;-ave propagation through the coiled-up

portion of the cable is very short as compared to the duration of the
radiation burst, i.e. . the electrical length of the coiled-up cable is
short as compared to the shortest iave-length in the transient spectrum
..h.ch ..... .-t 2)..... -,e-p porzLion of the cable is
so compact that each incremental length is subject to the same dose-rate;
3) the experimental layout is such that the remaining straight cable
is practically unaffected by the pulse of radiation.

D. Assumptions Required for Derivation

For mathematical tractability, a direct proportionality is assumed
to exist between the radiation-burst shape and the transient parameters.
This assumption does not reduce the generality of the approach since
nothing is assumed about the nuclear, atomic. or molecular mechanism of
the transient damage. The burst shape is taken as it is resolved by the
detecti'on instrumaents.* It shall be proportional to the followring
transient parameters: dynamic capacitance, dynamic conductance. and
induced M.T. The dynamic !apacitance may be either positive or negative.
since there is a possibility of either an increase or decrease in total
capacitance under radiatcn. The dynamic conductance is always assumed
to be positive-, and the induced EM may be either _ositive or negati-ve.
relative to the bias voltage V and/or relative to the dynamic capaci-

The shace of the radiation pulse is assumed to be:

P(t = n E-a- + a)'

* ',!e will see later that the open-ended cable as such can be used as a

radiation detector; in this respect see also (1).
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where n and a are certain constant form factors. Although the actual
shape of the pulse is unknown, this deduction can be made on the basis
that pulse-reactor processes are relaxation processes triggered by fis-
sion, and governed by the diffusion differential equation. The steep

- n
rise of a relaxation transient is described* by the term e I while

the decay, described by en(at)2 ,is typical of diffusion processes.

Burst created charge-density distribution in the space between the
inner and outer conductors, may produce an effective increase in the
original (static geometric) capacitance. This effect is analogous to
the increase in capacitance of electron tubes from a cold state to the
hot state. However, the transitory chartie-density distributions may
also produce An eff qrt4va .......... o-n=+ a" d pac-ltancz "zi i ,li . . . i-s

the mobility distributinn of the charge carriers and upon the polarity
and magnitude of the bias voltage V.

E. Justification for the Assumjti=

It will be shown that the assumption is justified by the high degree
of agreement between the theoretical and experimental voltage and current
responses, and by the fact that: 1) a change in the material parameters
is a change in the effective dielectric constant of the cable insulationp
which, with the influenced charges produces a change In the capacitance;
2) the liberation of charged particles from nuclear bonds (ionization)
leads to an increase in the conductivity of the material in question; and
3) the induced SMF stands for the influence of these charges on the inner
and outer conductors of the cable.

F. Mathematical Formulation

The equivalent circuit resulting from the lumped-circuit formulation
is shown in Figure 1, where the circuit to the left is considered as the
only portion subjected to irradiation. The circuit parameters appearing
in the diagram will have the following definitions:

c(t) = C. C1 (t) Capacitance

Conductance of the Insulation

e(t) Nuclear EMP

V Bias Battery Voltage

Z = R Characteristic impedance of cable
termination resistance

i (t) Total current

t Time

uc(t) Voltage on C(t)

qc (t) Charge on C(t)

More generally one may use e where k is another form factor (In
a strict solution of the differential equation k

4



Observe that C1 (t), which is the dynamic capacitance of the cable, may
",c e-.t];er posit-f-:e or negat!,.,e;whereas Co,the origninal static capa-c_
tance, ".s "osti',e. .(t) is positiv-e. and e(t) may be elther rosi+tve
or riegta• . ia-C-e i.o the _oi8rij.t'i of V and/or to g(t).
The follow-ing analytical conditions are true:

i (t) = ar = C(t) dTuc + Uc(t) dc(1

i (t) = U¢ g(t) (2)

g+

uC(t) = V + e(t) - Ri(t). (4)

Sol- ing hese euriations siunltaneously for ,t) we obtain

÷(t) do (5)

In accor.a.,Ce ... h the assunmptions as 'zutlined in section D, the burst
rha-:e P (t) is introduced: Pn(t) = [ +

gn(t) = g

c(t) = Cm pn(t)

C(t) = c mPn (t).

Tne radiation "urst functions Pn are plotted in Figure 2 for n 1 ,j 2,3;
x = at is normalized time. For ccmparison. an experimental
radiation ',,arst curve, obtained by E,*.&,*) is shom i4n Figure 3 in
normalized form, in order to gia-e coincidence of the peaks and starting
point at x = 0.

Edgerton. Germeshausen, and Grier
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The theoretical peak of pn(x) has a value of

P P"(x)] max [0.151]T atx =x3 B /' ZroU .8

where

S= o i~~~e. ( 2) O
dx KX2

The -,•4idth of the radfation pulse at half the pulse height,
designated as hialf-heLght vidtli. is denoted by 'Tn and is related i-..th
gray:hical accuracy to a

T, =2T " To2 £ 3; 6

(7')

G. Mathematical Discussion of Eauation (5)

(a) Circuit tlme constant smaller than radiation pulse duration.

Several specializations of equation (5) have important physical
significance. These are expressed as limiting cases of the circuit
parameters in the folloiing developmeni..

Mhe wathematical condition F - 0 corresronds to the practical

case where the peak time constant Rf.(t) max - Tmax << T is
much smaller than the radiation burst ,ridth. When in addition, the
conductance g(t) << 1- = * remains always much less than theo

0
value of the characteristic admittance, i.e., Rg(t) << 1, then

6



under these conditions, equation (5) is reduced to:

i(t) A [e~t) + V] [g(t) + ] + c(t) 1

for

Rc(t) << T and Rg(t) << I

(8)

. .e - esseni'al. Otherwise for Pg (t) 1,
"..e have the physical equivalent to an almost complete insulation
breakdown of the dielectric, where the current is limited only by the
termination resistance R. and not controlled by the conductance of the
cable insulati.on.

(b) Circuit tVme constant of same order of magnitude or larger
than radiation pulse duration:

Although the above specialization is of importance with
relation to the final radiation resistivity of wires and cables, a
solution of the general equation (5) is required, especially when the
peeak time constant of the cfrcuit is of the same order of magnitude as
the half-width of the radiation burst. i.e.

[Rc(t)]max I T.

In practice, this will be the case for actual capacitors in the micro-
farad range rather than for lengths of coaxial cables normally used inradiat~on o~r e,^c c•Trmn• ev nura solution of (5) is derived

as follows

+dt
dt +RC() RU 19t +vdI9t)+P

(9)
7,.



This is an equation in the form of

+ f (t) i(t) = f (t)
dt o

which has (9 ,)

e .5ff(t) dt

as an Integrating factor. Tlhis. equation has an easily recognizable solu-

tion when one notes that

dLdt ~ t) dt t))t ' el= + °¢(t)dt i't )

or

I~o¢Z~t , ff(t)dt
e i(t) = Jf I(t) 0e dt .i+ K

whence (10)

"-f° (t)dt (t (t)dt 1(.

(iwC')

8



Now, the integration is carried out from t = 0 to t. Since we assume,
though have not previously stated, that a virgin cable with insulation
undamaged before the radiation pulse is the object of our consideration,
then at

t = O, g(O) = O, i(O) m 0 and hence k =0;

the solutions are

t

e 10f0(~t fo f,(t 5'ý f 0(t)dt t-50fo0(tldt r
i(t) = • f () t

where from equations (9) and (9')

f(t) = C~t +

(11')

9



H. Nonaligation

The introduction of the following normalization into equations
(5) and (8) in connection with (6) greatly facilitates calculations.
These nozralizations are given below. The index 0 refers to static
cable parameter# the index m to the maximum of the transient variable.

x =c =t ; _ = •

Y; -= ;-o O=O G=m YoM g

V RC0  0o Rem M (12)

Physically 'o0  and ym represent the ratios of time constants to

burst duration involving the static and dynamic capacitance. The
specialization for j Rc(t) << T represented by (8), with the sub-
stitutions from (12), results in

i) [empn(x) + V] [g~pc) + acme O(X)]

+ C em 0  +. cmp'(x)] x P1n(x)

10



and since

-n(4. 0. XI)
g~ P~x) = ~e =pn(x) n x' 2x)

dx dx

we have

i(X) = em [pn(x)] a ~ ('-2~

+ empn(x) [C0n ( .' - 2x)

For IVI >> em (13) reduces to

II-I = y(x) =pX2,) [1+Tn( •- 2x)

(13')

This corresponds to the experimental case where large bias voltages
are applied (large compared to the induced EoF, i.e., jIl - 0 ).
The shapes of the corresponding normalized current responses, produced
by a radiation burst of the form V' (x),)are plotted in Figure 4. This
figure shows quantitatively the influence of Ym on the location of
the current response peak. One may note that the peak response occurs
before the burst peak in full conformance with the experimental response
curves (See Figures 12 and 14). Another specialization of equation (13)

11



is the case for V = 0 (i.e.j no battery bias voltage); this case results

in

S = YW) [P(x)]2[ 1 + 2.rn(#2 - 2x)

+ pn(x) [ -tn( 4X2 2x)J

(13")

For n = 1 the shapes of the corresponding normalized current transient
responses are plotted in Figures 5 and 6. for positive and negative

f,-j ccapacltrarce. in both cases To is much smaller than r-rm_
i.e., the dynamic pea1t capacitance exceeds 15% (see equaticns6 and 7)
of the static capacitance. One sees by comparison of Figures5 and 6 the
influence of the sign of Y7m , :hich is also that of the dynamic capac-
itance. The location of the zero crossing of.the response relative to
the location of the radiation burst peak is different in both cases.
Negative Ym makes the response zero crossing occur before the
radiation burst peak. This fact is a typical characteristic of the
transient response for V - 0, obtained experimentally (See Figure i4).
Apparently no experimental evidence exists so far for positive Ym
Under the above condition V - 0 (See Evaluation examples 2 and 3).

The more general solution of the specialization I c(t)J «< T
applies when the Om of the induced WIF and the battery bias
voltage V are of the same order of magnitude, i.e., I = Jim

In this case we have

=~ y= ) YW LP(x)1 {i + Xpn(x) + fl(J2x ) (I+ 2,.pn(,))Vgm I .- M-

+ •.j}. ( 1 3 ",)

The shapes of the corresponding normalized current response transients
are plotted in Figure T. The radiation burst shape is assumed with
P (x). The X has been chosen with C and -6 respectively (i.e.,
V= fe(t) C max and V =-[e(t) ]ma,).

The influence of the relative polarity of battery bias voltage is clearly
seen by comparison of the two curves of Figure 7. One may note the
similarity of the characteristics of the theoretical and the correspond-
ing experimental curves (See Figure 14, and example 3 of the evaluation).

12



Thus, the consistent similarity of the characteristics of the
experimental and theoretical respc' mi- rvp clearly shovs that tlhespecialization IRc t)l << " a ti, r~ievant IorIuaa (3j,

( 1 3 "), and (i"' ). - -) ¶ a,,- er quantitative evaluation of ob-
servea transient nuclear radiation effects in terms of transient cable
parameters (dynamic capacitance, dynamic conductance, induced DMF). In
addition, the form factor n of the burst shape function can be deduced
by a comparison of experimental with theoretical response curves (See
evaluation procedure and example 2 of evaluation).

Returning to equation (1i), (I1'), and (i1lt) and using the
normalizations (12) one obtains the solution of the general case as
fol.lows

I + pn(x) [L, + y.n(4 - 2x'/]f..(x) =e -
o Wv 119M Lyo + Y. r-4001

(:L4)

v Pn(x) [1 + xpn(x)] [1i + y n(2- 2x)]
f(x) = W a [Y + 

£p(x).

(1U,)

Prom which we obtain

= 1 R ,,Pn(x) C÷ + . n (•1, - 2x)J
V9 X a Lx Rg.[CY + Y.~pf(x)j x

V9M

x d P %p(x) [I + %pn(x)j [i + ymn(x - 2x)]

ax 1+ pgmn(x) [I y.rn(1,1 - 2x)]
expJdx } (15)

13



This equation is the most general solution of the problem that defies
an exact analytic evaluation in a closed format, which is required if
[Rc(t)JaX w T. Because this case may arise in practice with either

cable or electronic components of large capacitance, a graphical solu-
tion has been carried out with the following numerical values

[Rg(t)J•x << 1 ; Rgmyo GRC to = 0.5.

M = 0 n

1'I (15')

S0 is used because in many circuits large capacitances are employed
in a charged-up condition with higher voltages applied to them (e.g.,
D.C. blocking capacitors, filters, etc.). The graphical evaluation is
represented by Figure 8a and Sb, showing the various terms contributing
to the integral and the resultant solution y(x) (See Figure 7b).
This evaluation proceeds as followss A burst shape P' (x) is assumed;
equations (14) and (14') become with (15')

1

f0 Cx) 0 = 0 L+ RagP(x)] 1 + Rm - x]

f (x) = BoVP'(x) •oV a X
1o 0 (151t)

14



and (15) becomes

A
;L J÷ + RgP (x)] dx

1f[Pl(x) e ~ f1 + R P( ) x

(16)

The Influence of the magnitude of Rg on the exponential term of

equation (16) is given in Figure 8a. The approach

x

0[ + fg P'(x)] dx - x

for

Rgm << 10

is obviously permissible because

P'(x) < 0.151 .

For Rgm > 10, the term

x

ro[1 + R9 PI(x)]dx

rises essentially in conformance to the dose curve O(x) of Figure 2 and
finally approaches x,

Pursuing the casep

RgM << 10 ,

15



equation (16) reduces to

eX e -X 2- x

Y(X) 2 e2eLJ a d

(16')

for which the graphical solution appears in Figure 8b. For the numerical
integration of (x) xp(x)dx , Simpson's method vas

followed, while for the integration of ^ XpI(x)dx the
trapeze method ims used. The resulting response curve y(x) has
been transplotted from the semilog coordinate system of Figure 8b to
a linear coordinate system in Figure 9, scaled in amplitude for compari-
son vith the original radiation burst shape. Attention is called to the
characteristic occurrenceof the current transient response peak follow-
ing the radiation burst peak.

The graphical construction in Figure 8a and 8b reveals that other
approximate solutions of equation (16) can be derived analytically for
the following specializations

>> a 1dadg << I3

B
<< and Rg, << I

and aUl values of where 1g » 10
aa

In the case >> 1, iLe., RCo « T the intep'and term P (W

varies only slightly as compared to e X if RgM « 1< .

Hence, P' (X) can be removed from the integral in equation (16).

The obvious result is

y(x) a P, (x)

(17)
16



which agrees *ith equation (13') for -y. = 0

Twh!R oag ji. . vi!,.ed V Fioure 2. Ecuation 17 reflects the situation

where one has a static time constant RCo << T ,,smaller than the

burst width.and a negligible dynamic capacitance, i.e., c(t) a CO

= const • Thus, the current is controlled by the conductance

g(t) , the time dependence of which is directly proportional to
the radiation burst shape function P (x). This case regarding the
direct measurement of the radiation burst shape is potentially im-
portant (Dose rate meter), and usually occurs with low impedance targets.

Conversely, in the case a-11< 1 the an ical approxi-

mation for the solution of equatiun (i6) follows from e 1 in

the interesting range 0 4 x - 3 for R «m << 1

This yields in (16)

f~X
y(x) = :e • x P'(xd = OW(x).

0 ~o

The corresponding current transient responses are given in Figure 10.
The Integating action of the circuit with RC° >> T permits

the response peak to occur long after the radiation burst peak, with
subsequent pulse stretching by simple exponential decay. Current
response curves of this shape will be found in practice when large
capacitors kept ct higher voltage potential are being irradiated.x

In the case where Rgm >> 10 the term foRgmP'(x) dx

varies faster than x and can be mmch greater than x in the range of
interest for x . 3.

17



Approxinmat÷'y, (16) i•s then

yfx + SoP t (x) +gmxJ pi(x) ÷ SOP' (x) RqmdxY (x) A- • •

lx x
a yo To P'(xjdx yo SPo""~d

thus

P x
y(x) -" • -- --

-( X R g M

Therefore,

L(X) =Vgmy(x) a

for

Rg >> 10.

(19)

lguation (19) represents a spike-like transient current arising from
a practically complete break-down of the insulation, long before the
radiation burst has reached its peak. The peak amplitude 1 of

R
this current spike, is limited only by the termination resistance R.

I. Evaluation Procedures

In the preceding paragraph, the consistent conformance of the
characteristics of theoretical and experimentallv obtained current
responses demonstrates the fundamental validity of the theoretical
model.



The quantitative evaluation of these irradiation effects in terms of
e-ectrical circuit parameters, can be made, therefore, from this model.
The evaluation is, mathematically, a matching of experimental curves
with theoreticeal curves that correspond to the formulas set forth. The
matehing is done by taking k measurements on a response curvd, thus
establishing k equations to obtain a numerical solution for the k un-
knowns. Among the unknowns, there may be not only the electrical para-
meters, but also the nuclear radiation burst shape parameters n, a
or even the absolute time origin.

Tb~e following characteristics of the current response are instru-
mental in the evaluation procedure: 1) location of response peaks
relative to the location of the radiation burst peak in an amplitude,
time diagram; 2) location of amplitude crossings of the time axis
relative to the locatLon of the radiation burst peak; 3) the slope at
such a zero crossing and/or the location of the maximum slope; 4) ratio
of relative maximim and minimum, and their location on the time axis;
and 5) abcolute magnitude of current response peaks.

In the absence of an abioluteiy co~mplete simultaneous record Of
the dose rate, certain characteristics of the radiation burst are instru-
mental in the evaluation, viz., 1) timing of the occwrrence of the
radiation burst peak (dose rate peak), and 2) half-height width T or

some other suitable measure to be used for the duration of the radiation
burst.

a) Evaluaticor procedure fcr larne batter',' bias voltaQe for

lXI 0 i.e., Ivi >> em

follows from setting the derivative of (13') to zero which gives

= P'(X) { I(Fi- 2x)[El + Yl (xI2 - 2x,)" 2ymtn ('T 1)}=M 0.
dx I

This yields the relation between the location x, of the peak of the
response and

(20)
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The evaluation of YM from the relative location of the response

peak x, is most practical if zero crossings are buried in noise, or are
so flat that their location cannot be precisely measured; otherwise.

TM could be readily found from the zero crossing at x. in (13')

by

n(2x 0-~
0

(20)

3oth x, and xo are measured in fractions, or multiples of the time of

occurrence of the radiation burst peak normalized to ýB = 0.8

(See Equation 7). Substitution of ym into (13') at x gives

the peak value y(x ) . PFrom the measured peak current

i(x ) and the known bias voltage V,

i(x )

(20")

is found, so that, in turn from iM in accordance with (12)

c 'V y(x )

(20''')

can be obtained.
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is given by the known burst half-height width. In the caco of

a burst shape, conforming for example to P1 (x), we have

Ti

Now all parameters are numerically evaluated.

b) Evaluation procedure for zero battery bias voltage, i.e.,

V = 0 follows from (131?). Several methods are practicable.

1) For a known burst shape, two equations for the two unknowns

YM and Yo , can be derived by using normalized peak

and zero crossing time of the response. The current peak amplitude
gives, with the found Ym and y , the third equation

for the unknown em

d . = 0 y(x) = 0
1 (21)

Tm L'n8Q~x - 2x )2 - 4nl(3-) + 1)] "(x,) + yo [n2(3L5 - 2x )II -2n(I, +*1)]

= -n (x ) 2n (Ixa - 2x)I

0* m [2n (I - 2x )] n(.,,) - Yr [nI (3-- - 2x0) ] = o)
0 0

(211)

Here, as above, x and x. are the observed peak and zero crossing

locations. respectively, measured in fractions or multiples of the time
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of occurrence of the radiation burst peak normalized to . = 0.8,.

The actual peek conductance and dynamic peat capacitance are then readily
obtained from (12) e.g., the ratio • - gives C

since C" is known, and g9 follows from 0 with
dc 0Ir i.

,o where, as before, a = -- for a burst

"shape described by F1 (x).

The magnitude of eM is then found by substItuting the values for

and Y into the equation (13") at x , thus,

forming the value y(x ) . With the measurea peak current i(x ) and

the already known gm , one finds the factor em of the

induced EFf

iex )

2) For an unknown burst shape parameter n, three equations for the
three unknowns n, Yms To can be derived by using normalized

times of two peaks and one zero crossing. Similarly, as before, the
current peak response yields with the nP YMP -t a fourth

equation for the unknown em , This method is used in the numeri-

cal example given in the following paragraph.

c) Evaluation procedure for V * 0 and unknown . =

For a known radiation burst shape, three equations for

ymI YOP X can be established using normalized times of two peaks

and one zero crossing, analogous to a and b above.

d) Evaluation procedure of records without simultaneous reference
timing and dosimetry.

This problem can be solved as indicated below:

In principle, the transient current response versus recorded time
t', is sufficient to solve for both transient electrical cable parameters,
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as well as the radiation burst sbhapt; -n eters. The .L.L,:,t
obtained with the zero bias voltage are best suited for this purpose
because of their many significant characteristics. There are the well
distinguished maxima, minima, slopes, and zero crossings.

If in practice, recording time count t' = t + b is started
with the activation of the mechanical reactor control mechanism, then 6
accounts for the time delay between this mechanical activation and the
actual start of the fission process, from which the evaluation reference
time t is counted. The unknown values of the six parameters
m' CM, m n, a, b could then be solved for by forming with the relation

(13'') six equations corresponding to the following measured characteristics
of the current response:

Recorded time of zero crossings: to ; i(tO) 0.

Slope angle lt in the zero crossing, i.e., r') = tan fo"
t~o

Recorded time of maximum and minimum t', t'
I a

and associated current amplitudes i , i
I 'I

Recorded time for half maximun and half minimum amplitudes t', t'
3 4

It is obvious that the numerical solutions will be very tedious.
However, they will give value to experimental data which have been
obtained without concurrent reference time scaling dosimetry, or where
the dosimeter performance was doubtful. Thereforep it is possible to ex-
change experimental simplicity for analytical difficulty in the evaluation.
To avoid this however, it is strongly emphasized that the reference time is
obtained from a dose-rate meter.

In connection with the use of a dose-rate meter for reference
time indication, the case of Y<< ym << 1 for Vj << em

becomes extremely important. Rquation (13") reduces under this condition
to

y(x) A pn(,)42

which has its peak at xB = 0.8 , but has a width that is narrower
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than that of the actual radiation burst Pn (z). Inferring that a dose
rate meter has an equivalent electrical circuit similar to Figure 1 with

"fo m <<1 , then 9 the half-height width of the output

current response from the dose rate meter would be narrower than the
half-height width of the actual burst shape; i.e., the recorded rate
meter readings were not directly proportional to the actual radiation
burst but were proportional to its square. Thus, the normslized half-
height width appears equal to 0.6, instead 0.85.

J. Rxemles For Numerical Evaluation

1. Recorded Burst 12 (response labeled (22) ) Figure 14

Battery bias voltage V'225 volts

Distance from source .97 feet (25 cm)

Radiation burst half-height width T-70 microseconds

Burst peak recorded at 15 mm from origin of the time
scale used in Figure 14

Voltage response peak at 11.5 mm fror the origin of
time record with 3m V on 75 ohms, i.e.

I = 4.10" amp.

Applicable forma•laes (13') and Pn(x) ,-n(k * x2)

then

Y(x) = P(x) 11 + "rm(fr' - 2)]a VgM
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and equation (20)

S2X

2D 2(JX +1) -n (4X 2x )

Noting that the burst peak occurs at

xB = at = 0"8

and 15= s 11.5m = 0.8 : xI

the burst peak occurs at normalized time

15 0.8 = 0.61xl= 15

Consequently• we obtain

y 266- 1.2 z
2(= .4 + 1) -n(2. -1.22=2 10.8- 2408n gm

z min := Y(x )22 r,
[g(t)IX1 4*10

C C p(o.)]n = [r(n)] T
I m2ax5
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The evaluation results in the following

TABLE 1

n 1 2

"o.165 0.217 0.31

y (o.61) 1 1.12

(M=) min 5.75 T.2.
Note (1)

4x 0.85 0.6 0.45

(ILIF) C +2.36 +4 +6.5

NOTE: (1) AX is the half-height width (in normalized time) of

Pn (x) the radiation burst shape function. C max the maximum

dynamic capacitance 1i, = - the minium insU~ation
Ig(t)]

resistance.

The normal static capacitance of the RG-59/U cable used in the
experiment is listed with 21 micro-microfarad per foot, i.e., the 28'
irradiated cable has a virgin capacitance Co - 590 sLAF. The results
show that the nuclear irradiation burst produced a maximum transient
change of capacitance of about + 1 %. Hence, relative to the
virgin transconductance value of l0-9 mhos per meter for cables of
this type at radio frequencies, the radiation burst produced about a
sixteen-fold transient increase of the transconductance.

Example 2:

Recorded hurst 8 (response 18, rig 14)

V - 0 (no battery in the circuit)

Distance from source .97 feet (25cm)

Radiation burst half-width T - 70 microseconds

Recorded voltage response characteristics:
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Voltage amplitude on

Location of Units (graph aDOer1) 75 OhM terminatng

Burst peekl 12

Response minimum 9.6 (second peak) 1.3 m V

Response zero crossing T.5

Response Maximum 6 (first peak) .71 m V

Applicable formula (13")

LIj _= y(x) . [pn(x),, [1 + 2ymn ( 3a - 2x)] +Ypn(,)
exg. [ 2x])

In normalized time,

x - 6.O 0.6 - 0.4 Location of first peak
1 12

y = 0.8 - 0.5 Location of zero crossing0 12

X= 9.6 0.8 - o.64 second peak
2 12
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n

X- 1 X4 .

I "

x 16.6 + ~)1 4.82 n f(,-6.)

In

2x 3 ;Pfl( 0 * 5)=

at
x and x - 0

¶ a dx

yields

P= "n(x) {P"(x)2n(,X - 2x) - 2n%(, + 1) ,2yP"(x) + yo]
\dx2

Its

+ n,'( Jz- 2x) [4ym~n(x) + yolIx x= 0.

One obtains from the first peak#

0 = [O.061n 10.74 + To (29n - 33.2) + [O.06)nTrm(li6n - 66.4);

from the second peak,

o = [o.i 3 6]n 2.3 + y (l.33n - 9.64) * [o.13n ;(5.32n - 19.28);
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and from the zero crossing,

o = fo.C63n [l 4- 6 ) r 3n-

The above can be brought into the form from the first peak,

0 = [o.06]n + yo (2.7n - 3.06)+ oM , o.. , .

from zero crossing,

0 = [0.096' 1 .+ .o3n + [O. 96j]n 6r',m

from second peak,

0 = (,.136)]n + yo(0.58n - 4.2) + [0.136Jn [2.31n - 5.2] Tm

representing three equations for the unknowns n; Tm; and y
The occurrence of exponentials of n in these three equations makes it
difficult to arrive at a direct solution. Hence, an approximate solution
is presented which was arrived at by finding through graphical trial a
value of n which produces a coincidence of two of the three equations.
Toward this end, n is tried as being equal to 1, 2, and 3, and the
relations Y := yo(ym are plotted graphically, representing straight
lines.
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Namely for n = I

To = + [o.061 [-.3 + 15.4TrJ + e 0.925 [o.*24 +

0= -o.096' [o.3• + = - 1.92 [o.166 +'y

% +. [0o.3611 [o.276 1- .37y = ÷. 0.182 [0.2 -y

for n 2

= - [o.o6 A [o.416 + 6 .43yJm = . 0.0232 [o.065 + .ym)

[= - o.o96J2 [o.166 + 2 Tm] a -o*o1. [0.o083 + Y

y = + [o.13612 [o.33 - o.5S.,] = + 0.0108 [o.57 - ym)
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for n = 3

T - [0.0613 [0.196 + 5.lyJ = 10'o 1.07 [0.0386 +

O - - [0.096] [o0.111 + 2y = - lo" 1.76 (0.05 T,,

+= [ 0.13633 [0.46 + o.7T] = 0.7 1.75 (0.65 - T.].

A comparative inspection of the relations for n = 1q shows that because
of the sign conditions no coincidence exists. Hence, only the relations
yo = To(Tm) for n = 2 and n = 3 have been plotted in

Figure 11.

One comes closest to coincidence for n = 2 as the plot dmonstoates.
Thus, the burst shape parameter n is approximately equal to 2, and the
normalized half-height width is with (7') equal to 0.6,

From the plot# the values for T0 and y am re found to be

m - -- o0.107 To = g - +.0075

The capacitance of the RG-59/U cable is listed with 21 micro-mierofarads
per foot. Thus, the 28' tested have a capacitance of

C = 590 w&
0
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From Y p as aDoveq T for experiment (70 posec) and

Q : 1• • -6-- .',.0""sec"1

It follows then that

oS5"1o4) (5 6.7 x 16- 7'
g = 0.075

cg,(t) = x r = gmjP2(x)Jm: = g(o.ls)' = 1.53 x 0" c-1

and ,therefore,

r min - 0.65 mo

On the other hand

I = YM -I -1.425
co TO 0.075

so thatj

CC,- c (0.151)2 (3 /)ofCC- Co - 0.03 C.,o. [,L,, 3.7 */o) of Co-
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The value of em follows by substituting the ym yo in

equation (131')

1i = 0.95x10"S = 9.5 &AmpI - 75

y(x) = [o.o614 Cl - 2 (o.017).2(5-.17)]

+ Co.xo6- [2(o.075) (5.3-7)]

[0f.06]2 {o.S 1.3 (0-0036)1

i
2.9 x (1o"3) =

S "ga2.9(o) . 50 volt

[9(t)]mx = *%(o.l*5)2 = 50 (0.•151)' = 1.14 volt.

The conclusions drawn from the above results are: 1) the underlying
nuclear radiation burst shape is closely approximated by a function

P2(x) = 072[it + (ut)aJ
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where

a A 8.5 x 10-3 see"'

2) The radiation burst produced a relative maximum transient change
of capacitance of -3.7%, and brought the transconductance to a peak
of about 1.6 x lo0" mhos per meter (awroximately a 160-fold pea
increase from a typical normal 10"9 mhos/meter at RF). 3) The
nuclear irradiation caused the creation of a transient electrical charge
distribution in the insulation space, effecting a tranalent potential
difference between inner and outer conductor which reached a peak of
about one volt.

Example 3.

In this example, the records from burst 13 and 3, and subsequently
burst 10 and 12 Lresponse curv.s labeled (17) and (20); (21) and (22)]
are analyzed in a comparative manner on the basis of the numerical
results of examples 1 and 2. Pirst, response (17) was obtained with
V a -46.5 volts while response (20) needed V - + 46.5 volts bias.
Note, that the result in Example 2 was em = 50 volts, n - 2. In
accordance with paragraph I(c) we use the result of Example 2, for
which V - 0.

Therefore,

=V x = =-

and

• = ), = . = .1.1

V

since

JIx fPI(x], : 11.11 (0.151)'<< i



The following approximation of'(131"') is valid

JiL W y (x) .1 p,(x) {l + 2 (1_2- 2x) CTy.%Y0)}gm

(22)

Further• from Example 2, we obtain

IM 0.107 yo = +0.075

hence, for

X = - 1.1 y(x) = P'(x) {l - 2(xa - 2x) (o.19)}

and for

X = + 1.1 y(X) = P'(x) { 1 - 2(xS - 2x) (o.02o)}.

The influence of the sign of X (i.e., polarity of V) is remarkable
for

X = - 1.1 y(x) =P'(x) - 0.19& P(x)

and for

+= 1.1 y(x) = P'(x) - 0.02/ P'(x).
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Thus, the differentiation action of the second term is 1.,'t:.
times more pronounced for X = - 1.1 than for X = + 1.1 in full
conformance to the character of the shape of the responses (17) and
(2U). The 2ero eoreinnq In normalizad time a•e obtained from
y(xo) 0 at approximately x = 0.22 for X = + 1.1 and x° M3

(for X. - 1.1) before burst peak time. Hence, it is definitely
established that response (17) represents the situation where induced
nuclear MFP and bias voltage are of opposite polarity, while response
(20) reflects the existence of equal polarity of nuclear EMF and bias
voltage. What is more important in both cases is that the dynamic cap-
acitance represented by ym •was negative but larger than YO " Therefore,

in spite of the polarity change of Vp the peak of responses(17) and (20)
are recorded with the same polarity (recorded positive).

The subsequent experimental increase in bias voltage of the same
polarity for the shots which led to response (21) and (22),made the
dynamic capacitance change sign, i.e., y. positive, while at the same time

S- 0 eliminates the influence of Yo " For these cases, the approximate

equation (22) becomes equivalent to equation (13'). Thus, with a positive
ym , the response peaks are now recorded as being negative, even though

the polarity of V remained unchanged going from (20) to (21) to (22).
Essentially the same result would have been obtained if (13'') would have
been used directly and solved for X, y 9 and yo in accordance with

paragraph 1 (c).

The discussed model has proved to be penomenologically consistent
with the experimental evidence. It is capable of quantifying electrical
transient effects produced by nuclear bursts in transmission lines, and
electrical components in terms of their transient electrical parameters.
It is now possible to correlate consistently the natural electrical para-
meters of the cable with their radiation produced transients. The method
permits one to differentiate between dynamic capacitance, dynamic trans-
conductance, and induced BT*. Further, the comparison between theoretical
and experimental transient responses has proven the initial assumption
of direct proportionality between radiation burst shape and variation of
electrical parameters. This radiation burst shape can be closely approx-
imated by a function of the type

Pn, = e4[T12M + (at)2J

where

a 8.5 x 103 sec'

under the given experimental circumstances.
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RG-59/U cable is only a few percent of the virgin capacitance of the
cable. This dynamic capacitance is negative If zero or low bias battery
volta6ge- are being applied to the cable. For battery bias voltage lafrer
than 50 volt%, the dynamic capacitance Is positive. The change of sig
of the dynamic capacitance with increasing bias voltage of fixed polarity
manifests itself by the inversion of the current response peak from
recorded positive to recoxded negative. The peak tranaconductance reaches
values around 16 x 10-9 mhos per meter with large bias voltages applied
to the cable. In the latter case, the output current response is in
effect produced by an induced transient EMF of about 1 Volt peak.

The comparison of experimental circumstances under which an induced
UF and a dynamic capacitance are observed, versus other experimental
circumstances in which only a complex impedance change is observed.
suggests the phenomena similarly encountered in diodes. There, the velocity
distribution of the electrons emitted from the cathode influences the
potential distribution, especially at zero or low external bias voltages
where a potential valley is created that prevents slower electrons from
reaching the other electrode. Geometry and material both enter into
the shape of this potential distribution which manifests itself as a
thermionic EMP between the electrodes. A.similar mechanism is suggested
for the induced EMF and the negative dynamic capacitance.with the irrad-
iated inner ard outer conductor acting as electron sources. Geometry,
and observed polarity of the induced EM, should in this case be correlated,
and further experimental work should be conducted to uncover such a corre-
lation in different types of cables and other electronic components.

It has been further demonstrated that the time constants of the
circuit, including target, cable, and terminations, play an important
role. If the time constant of the target is small (low impedance targets),
then for proper termination cable effects become negligible. On the other
hand, it becomes difficult to separate target effects from cable and
termination effects, if the time constants are of the same order of mag-
nitude. These effects show up in terms of a differentiation or integration
of the original radiation pulse shape. Thus, in the first case
(differentiation), the response peaks occur before the burst peak, while
in the second case (integration), they occur after the burst peak.
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Fig. 1. Equivalent Circuit:

r -------

//

V

C) C + C, ) ......... Capacitance

( , * ........ ........... Dynamic capacitance

61). . ................. .Conductance of the Insulation

e( 4 ....... ......... Nuclear EW1

V. .................... Battery Bias Voltage

= Z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Characteristic Impedance

. ..... .. ........ Total Current

. ...... ........ ......... .Time

c et) .. ... ............ Voltage on c(t)

NOTE: e(t) may deduct or add to V, dependent on

relative polarity.
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After completion of this re t a seminar on radiation effects was
held at the U.S. Army Electronics Research and Development Laborat ory,
Fort Mormouth, New Jersey.

It was requested at this seminarp that the values of the dynamic
cable parameters which were obtained from the response curves of
Figure 12, with the dose rate values of Table II and Table III of
Ref. 2, be correlated with the dosimetry data* This evaluation is
carrod out below using the. procedures of Example 1 and the burst shape
parameter n -= , previously obtained with Example 2 of the text. Combining
the characteristics of the response curves (2) and (6) of Figure 12 with
the dosimetry data of Table II of Ref. 2, the following table can be
arrangeds
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Table II - Ref. 2 Fig. 12
WorMaliz!ed

Avg. Sioeime.n Gamma Intensity T"me of Peak peak
Position Distance from Re:lative to Response Response X, Current
Number Kukla Center Position I Plunber Relative to- Response

in Inches * Average Ratio. Burst Peak- JA
Xo 0. 8

1 12.3 1.00 1

2 29.8 0.24 2) .8 =9 0.6 7512750 7

3 47.7 0.139 3 0.8 12-0.66 "l= 5 612 .6 750 5

S65.6 0.083 4 0.8 1- 0.731 75 4

5 83.5 0.069 5 0.8 2= 0.66 "'4 20

6 101.5 O.066 6 0.8 1 0.73 lax = 21
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Formulas (13') (20) f20") and (20''') with T 2 70- microseconds in connec-
tion with formula (7'), are applicable to responses (2) to (6) of Fig. 12.
From these formulas we obtain with (V) - 46.5 Volts

Position
of

Response Tm y(x ) [g(t)]M&X min [¢ (t)] max

2 0.097 1.6 x 10-6 .A17

3 0.089 DA 1.26 x 10-6 0.8

r6-1 . 13

0.058 6 0.63 x 10-6 1.58 4.3

5 0.o89 , 2 0.44 x 10-6 2.26 4.6

6 0.058 .a 0.46 x 10" 2.2 3.1

These results are now arranged with the corresponding Gamma peak
rates using Table II Ref. 2 and Table III. With Burst 13 yiel"ing a
peak rate of 3.8 x 106 r/see in position 1, the following correspondence
table for Distance, Peak Ganma Ratp, and T"ynamic Resistance and Capaci-
tance of the Cable Specimen is obtained.
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nespvnse Average Peak Minimum Maximum
or Gamma Rate Dynamic Dynamic

Position Distances* in 106 r/sec Resistance Capacitance
NT. (in inches) in ME Micro Microfarad

2 29.8 0.9 0.66 17

3 47.7 0.53 0.8 13

4 65.6 0.315 1.58 4.3

5 83.5 0.26 2.26 4.6

6 101.5 0.25 2.2 3.1

are approximately those shown on Fig.12)

The plots of minimum dynamic resistance (shown by data points marked

x) and maximum dynamic capacitance(shown by data points marked C')

versus distance and average peak gamma rate are shown below:

The trends are seen very clearly. Linear dependence of dynamic

conductance and capacitance from the gamma rate [case iV] >> am

for responses (2) to (6) of Fig 12] is valid.
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